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GUESTROOMS AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, SINGAPORE 

 

All 527 guestrooms and suites at Mandarin Oriental, Singapore exude chic, supreme comfort 

and offer spectacular views of the picturesque Marina Bay, spectacular ocean or mesmerising 

city skyline from its floor-to-ceiling window. 

 

The harmonious décor in the elegant guestrooms takes its inspiration from the natural world, 

and the colour palette is neutral and soothing. Guests have the choice of a king-size bed or 

two double beds. Natural elements can be seen in the polished wood panel behind the bed; a 

bed spread with lavishly embroidered patterns, and the textured ivory cloth on the walls. 

Oriental influences are apparent in the choice of decorative details that flow through 

premium carpets adorning the spacious floor, l ending a nod to Singapore’s multi-cultural 

heritage. Coupled with dimmable cove lightings that illuminate the room with an 

understated elegance, the overall effect is one of subtlety with a decidedly contemporary 

twist. 

 

Sleek granite and dark timber bathrooms are spacious, with both a bathtub and a separate 

glass-enclosed shower. Attractive timbered blinds on the floor-to-ceiling glass panel that 

separates the bathroom from the living space can be left closed for privacy or raised to reveal 

the breathtaking view from the bedroom window. Guests staying in the hotel’s luxurious suites 

or Club floors can enjoy the indulgent range of Atelier Cologne amenities. 

 

All rooms are equipped with high-speed internet access, which is also available in the public 

areas of the hotel. Travellers will appreciate the ergonomically designed chairs by the large 

work-table with in-built power points. Guests may also keep up to date with the latest news 

by accessing a complimentary library of online newspapers and magazines at 

MOLibrary.info. All Marina Bay and Ocean View rooms, Club rooms and Suites feature 

state-of-the-art in-room entertainment and surround sound system, with mobile streaming 

options and an array of local and international television channels. 
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For further information, please contact: 

Mandarin Oriental, Singapore 

Usha Brockmann (ubrockmann@mohg.com) 

Director of Communications 

Tel: +65 6885 3521 

mandarinoriental.com/singapore/ 
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